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Wing with DEI Exciter
The flutter results in this paper represent a significant improvement to accepted flutter results for the F/A-18 SRA computed using the traditional p-k method. The flutter margin is found as the smallest destabilizing perturbation for the dynamic pressure uncertainty, 6_$, forthe linearsystem with the given amount of modelinguncertainty.This margin isthe worst-case flutter condition for the allowed range of aircraftdynamics. 
Worst-Case
The reduced frequency is a function of the t_e_frequency, w, the true velocity,V, and _ the mean a_rodynamic chord. Aerodynamic forces generated for 10 reduced frequency points between k = .0001 and k = 4 are sufficient for fluttermargin computation for t_is aircraft.
The unsteady aerodynamic forces are fit to a finitedimensional state-space system.
The system identification algorithm is a frequency domain curve fitting algorithm based on a least squares minimization. The analyticalaeroelasticmodel has inputs for symmetric and antisymmetric excitation forces. It is assumed the excitationforce willbe purely symmetric or antisymmetric. There are 6 sensor measurements generated by accelerometers at the fore and aft of each wingtip and on each aileron.
F/A-18
Uncertainty Description
Noise and uncertainty operators are introduced to the linearaeroelasticmodel to account forvariationsbetween the analytical model and the actual aircraft.
These operators are developed by physical reasoning of the modeling process and also using the flight data generated by the DEI excitation system [16] .
Standard analysisof the linearmodel isused to determine the framework forhow uncertaintyoperators en- Table 2 Mach symmetric antisymmetric Mach symmetric antisymmetric 
Matched-Point
Flutter Mar_|ns
The dynamic pressuresat which flutter occurs are convetted into altitudes,commonly known as matchedpoint solutions,using standard atmospheric equations. These altitudesare plotted for the symmetric modes in An interestingtrend is noticeable for the symmetric mode robust flutterpoints in Figure 4 
